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Let E be a finite set, R be the set of real numbers and f:2E-+R be a symmetric submodular 
function. The pair (E,f) is called a symmetric submodular system. We examine the structures of 
symmetric submodular systems and provide a decomposition theory of symmetric submodular 
systems. The theory is a generalization of the decomposition theory of 2-connected graphs 
developed by Tutte and can be applied to any (symmetric) submodular systems. 
1. Introduction 
A decomposition theory of graphs is developed by Tutte [lo]. A connected graph 
G is decomposed into a set of 2-connected subgraphs of G and the incidence relation 
of these 2-connected subgraphs is represented by a tree. Moreover, a 2-connected 
graph G is decomposed into a set of 3-connected graphs, bonds and polygons, and 
their structural relation is represented by a tree (for planar graphs see [9]). Also 
Gomory and Hu [7] derived a tree structure of the set of minimum cuts of a capaci- 
tated undirected (or symmetric) multi-terminal network. In extracting these tree 
structures, symmetric submodular functions play a crucial role. Related tree repre- 
sentation of a collection of cross-free sets was examined by Edmonds and Giles [4]. 
Let E be a finite set and f: 2 E+R be a symmetric submodular function, whose 
precise definition will be given in Section 2. The pair (EJ) is called a symmetric sub- 
modular system. We shall consider symmetric submodular systems and provide a 
theory of decomposition of symmetric submodular systems, which is a generaliza- 
tion of the decomposition theory of 2-connected graphs by Tutte [lo]. The decom- 
position theory can be applied to any systems with submodular functions such as 
graphs [lo], capacitated networks [7], matroids [I 11, communication networks [5] 
etc., where if necessary the underlying submodular functions should be symmetrized 
(see Section 5). 
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2. Definitions and assumptions 
Let E be a finite set, R be a totally ordered additive group (the set of real 
numbers, say) andf: 2E+R be a submodular function, i.e., 
f(A) +f(R) %!-(A u R) +f(A t-l R) (2.1) 
for any A, B c E. Then the pair (E,f) is called a submodular system [6]. Further- 
more, if the submodular function f is symmetric, i.e., 
f(A) =f(E-A) (2.2) 
for any A c E, then (E, f) is called a symmetric submodular system. If C c E satisfies 
ICjrkand IE-Clzkf or a positive integer k, we call C a k-cut of (E,f), where 
I C 1 denotes the cardinality of C for any set C. Let e, $ E be a new element corre- 
sponding to a nonempty subset A of E and define 
E’=(E-A)U{eA}, (2.3) 
f’(B)= ;;;_jeAj)UA) 
I 
;;;z;$’ 
(2.4a) 
- . (2.4b) 
Then we call the submodular system (E’,f’) an aggregation of (E,f) by A and we 
denoteitby(E,f)IIA. LetP={Ao,AI,..., Ak ) be a partition of E. The partition P is 
called proper if for each i=O, 1, . . . . k Ai is nonempty. For a proper partition 
P={Ao,Al, . . . . Ak } let us define 
~~~~~II~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II~I~~~~~II~~~ P-5) 
which is called an aggregation of (E, f) by the proper partition P. Note that 
(E*, f *) = (E, f) )I P does not depend on the order of the Ai’s in (2.5) and that the 
function f * is isomorphic to the restriction off to the Boolean sublattice, of 2E, with 
atoms A&A,, . . . . Ak. If subsets C, and C2 of E satisfy C,UCz#E, C,nCz#O, 
Ci - Czf 0 and C2 - C, # 0, then we say C, and C2 cross. A partial order I on the 
set of proper partitions of E is defined as usual: for proper partitions P and P* of E, 
P 5 P* if and only if for each A E P there is an element A *E P* such that A c A *. 
Throughout the present paper, we assume that (E, f) is a symmetric submodular 
system with I E I 2 2 and I * is defined by 
A*=min{f(C) I Cis a l-cut of (E,f)}. (2.6) 
We denote by Vfthe set of 2-cuts C such that f (C) = I *. We shall examine the struc- 
ture of the set gfand decompose (E, f) based on Vf. 
Here, it may be helpful for the readers to understand efinitions and results of the 
present paper if a concrete example of a symmetric submodular system is given. 
Consider a graph G = (V, E) with a vertex set V= { 1 *, 2*, . . . . 8*} and an edge set 
E={l,2,..., 13) shown in Fig. 1. For each subset A of the edge set E, let us denote 
by V(A) the set of end-vertices of edges in A and define 
f(A)= I UA)I + I W-A)1 - 1 vl. (2.7) 
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Fig. 1. A graph G=(V,E). 
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Fig. 2. A pair of complementary subgraphs GA and GE-A of G, where A = { 1,2,3,4} and f (A) = 2. 
Note that f(A) is the number of common vertices of the complementary subgraphs 
GA =(V(A),A) and GE_* =(V(E-A),E-A) of G (see Fig. 2). Since the graph G is 
2-connected, the value A * defined by (2.6) is equal to two. A 2-cut A c E with 
f(A) = A * ( = 2) corresponds to a two-terminal subgraph GA = (V(A),A) (see Fig. 2) 
and an aggregation of (EJ) by such A corresponds to the replacement of the two- 
terminal subgraph GA by a new edge labelled e, (see Fig. 3). 
For this example the set ‘Z’J of 2-cuts C withf(C) = ,4 * ( = 2) can be identified with 
the set of two-terminal subgraphs of G. Tutte [lo] derived a tree structure of the set 
of two-terminal subgraphs and the decomposition theory developed in the present 
paper will also give us the same tree structure as in [lo] together with its hierarchical 
structure. It should be noted that the decomposition theory is based only on the 
symmetry and submodularity of the set function f and thus can be applied to any 
symmetric submodular systems. 
The graph shown in Fig. 1 will be used in the following sections to explain results 
in the present paper. 
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Fig. 3. The graph corresponding to the aggregation (E,f)IIA for A = {1,2,3,4}. 
3. Main theorems 
The following lemma is fundamental for the symmetric submodular system (E,f) 
with A* defined by (2.6). 
Lemma 1. Suppose that subsets Cr and C2 of E cross and satisfy 
f(Cl) =f(G) = J. *. 
Then we have 
(3.1) 
f(C, u C,) =f(C, n C,) =f(C, - C,) =f(C, - C,) = A*. (3.2) 
Proof. Since 
f(C,) +f(C,) rf(C, u C2) +f(C, n C2) (3.3) 
and Cr and C2 cross, we have from (2.6) 
f(C, u C,) =f(C, fl C,) = A*. (3 -4) 
Because of the symmetry off, Lemma 1 follows from (3.4). 17 
Lemma 2. Let el, e2, e3 and e4 be four distinct elements of E. If {e,, e2}, {e,, e3}, 
{el, e4) E %‘f, then le2, e3), (e2, e.+}, le3, e4) E gf. 
Proof. Since {et, e2} and { er, ej} in VY cross, we have from Lemma 1 
f({er, e2, e3)) = A *. (3.5) 
If E={el,e~,e~,e4}, then {e2, e3} = E - {el, e4} E VJ. Therefore, suppose E# 
{el, e2,e3,e4}. Then, since {et,e2, e3} and {el,e4) cross, we have from (3.5) and 
Lemma 1 
{e2, es> = {eb e2, e3> - {eb e4> E gf. (3.6) 
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Because of the symmetry among the elements e2, e3 and e4, this completes the proof 
of Lemma 2. 0 
Now, let Rf be a collection of two-element subsets of E defined by 
Rf={CI CE VP ICI =2}. (3.7) 
Theorem 1. Let G # = (E, Rf) be the graph with the vertex set E and the edge set Rp 
If G# is connected, then G# is a complete graph or an elementary closed path. 
Proof. By definition, connectedness of G # implies that 1 E 1 = 1 or 1 E I 24 and thus 
we assume ) E ) L 4. It follows from Lemma 2 that G# can be a complete graph, an 
elementary closed path or an elementary nonclosed path. Therefore, let us assume 
that E= {el,e2, .. . . e,}(nr4)andthat(ej,ej+i}E Vf(i=1,2,...,n-l).Then{ei,e,} 
must be in Vf because from Lemma 1 we have {e2, e3, . . . . e,_ r } E Vf. Consequently, 
G# can not be an elementary nonclosed path. 0 
Suppose that the graph G# = (E, RJ) has at least four vertices. If G# is a complete 
graph or an elementary closed path, then we say (EJ) is of bond type or of polygon 
type, respectively. A symmetric submodular system (E,f) is called irreducible if %‘f 
is empty or (E,f) is of bond type or of polygon type. In particular, if VYis empty, we 
call (E, f) absolutely irreducible. 
When (E,f) is a symmetric submodular system with f defined by (2.7) for a 2- 
connected graph G = (V, E), 
(i) (E, f) is of bond type (or of polygon type) if and only if (E I 2 4 and the edges 
of G = (V, E) form parallel edges (or an elementary closed path), and 
(ii) (E, f) is absolutely irreducible if and only if G = (V, E) is 3-connected. 
Now, suppose that, for e*EE, a proper partitionP(e*)= { {e*},A1,A2, .. ..Ak} of 
E satisfies 
(i) (E,f) lIP(e*) is irreducible and 
(ii) for each i= 1,2, . . . . k, if IAil 22, then Aio Vf. 
Then P(e*) is called an irreducibility partition associated with e* E E. 
When (E, f) is the symmetric submodular system associated with the graph G 
shown in Fig. 1, we have, for example, irreducibility partitions 
associated with edge 7. 
Let us denote by S(e*) the set of all irreducibility partitions associated with 
e* E E. Note that Y(e*) is nonempty for every e* E E, since, if (E, f) is irreducible, 
P = ((e} I e E E) is an irreducibility partition associated with e* and otherwise there 
is a 2-cut C such that CE VJ and e* $ C, then consider an aggregation (E, f) 11 C and 
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repeat such aggregation until we get an irreducible aggregation, which is (iso- 
morphic to) an aggregation of (E,f) by an irreducibility partition associated with 
e*EE. 
For proper partitions P and P’ of E given by P={Ao,A1, . . ..Ak} and P’= {Ah, 
Aj, . . . . Ah}, let us define a proper partition Pr\P’of E by 
PAP’={AjnA~IiE{O,l ,..., k},jE{O,l,..., h},AinA;#O}. (3.8) 
We shall show Theorems 2-5 from which follows the fact that, for every e* E E, 
Y(e*) is closed with respect o the operation A (Theorem 6). We need some prelimi- 
nary lemmas. 
Lemma 3. Suppose P= {Ao, Al, . . . . Ak} (k L 4) is a proper partition of E and define 
Air=U{Aj(j~{I,f+l,...,k}} (3.9) 
and 
I=‘= {Ao, Al, . . . . A,-19 Al*}, (3.10) 
where 3 I I< k. Then the following (i) and (ii) hold. 
(i) If (E,f)llP is of polygon type and f(AjUAi+l)=A* (i=O,l,...,k), where 
A k+ 1 =Ao, then (E,f) IIP’ is also ofpolygon type andf(AI_lUAT)=f(ATUAo)= 
A *. 
(ii) If (E, f) jj P is of bond type, then (E, f) 1) P’ is also of bond type. 
Proof. For both (i) and (ii) we have, from Lemma 1, f (A?) =f (At_ 1 UAT) = 
f(Ai”UAo)=I*. Because of the assumption and Theorem 1 this implies that 
(E, f) II P’ is of bond type or of polygon type according as (E, f) 11 P is of bond type or 
of polygon type. 0 
Lemma 4. Suppose P= {Ao, Al, . . . . Ak} (k 13) is a proper partition of E such that 
(E’,f’) = (E, f) II P is of polygon type and that f (Ai U A;, ,) = I * (i = 41, . . . , k), where 
Ak+ , = Ao. Also suppose BE ?Yf and Aofl B = 0. Furthermore, define 
J=(jIj~{1,2 ,..., k),AjflB#t}. (3.11) 
Then, if thereexistsan integer i* such that min JC i* < max J, we have Ait c B, where 
min J and max J denote the minimum integer and the maximum integer in J, respec- 
tively. 
Proof. Suppose there were an integer i* such that min J< i*< max Jand Ai*- Bf 0. 
Put 
J1=(j I jeJ, j<i*}, (3.12) 
J2={j I jeJ, j>i*}. (3.13) 
Also define 
A~=U{AjIminJt~j<maxJt}, (3.14) 
A?= U{Aj I minJ25jlmaxJ2}. (3.15) 
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It follows from Lemma 3 that, for a partition P’ given by 
P’=(P-{A~~A;~AI*UA2*jE{l,2,...,k}})U{A;:A~}, (3.16) 
the aggregation (E”,f”) = (EJ) 11 P’ is of polygon type. Furthermore, we have 
f(B *) = A * for B * = B - A i* because of Lemma 1. Therefore, we have from Lemma 1 
and the definition of AT and A4 
f(ATUAf)=f(ATUB*)U(A$UB*))=L*. (3.17) 
This contradicts the assertion that 
A*. 0 
Lemma 5. Under the assumption 
j* = min J, then for a partition 
(E”,f”) is of polygon type and f(AT UAI() # 
of Lemma 4, if B and some Aj* cross and 
P’= (A&AI, . . . . Aj*_,,Aj*-B,Aj*nB,Aj*+I,...,Ak}, 
(E, f) 11 P’ is of polygon type and 
(3.18) 
f(Aj*_,U(Aj*-B))=f((Aj*nB)UAj*+l)=A*. (3.19) 
Proof. Since Aj*_lnB=O and Aj*_ tUAj* and B cross, we have f(Aj*_IU 
(Aj*- B)) =f (Aj*- B) =f (Aj*fI B) = A *. Therefore, from the assumption and 
Theorem 1 (E, f) 11 P’ must be of polygon type and the remaining part follows. 0 
Theorem 2. Suppose P, P’ E Y(e *) and 1 P 1 L 4. If (E, f) If P is of polygon type, then 
(E, f) II PAP’ is of polygon type and, therefore, PAP’ E Y(e*). Moreover, if /P’ I 2 4, 
(E, f) 11 P’ is also of polygon type. 
Proof. Suppose P= {{e*} =Ao,A 1 ,..., Ak} (kr3) and P’={(e*)=A,$Ai . . . . Ah}. 
If Aim P and Ale P’ cross, then for the proper partition PI obtained from P by 
dividing A; into A;--AI and A;fIAj, (E,f)/lP I is of polygon type due to Lemmas 4 
and 5 and we thus have P, E Y(e*). By repeating this process we finally obtain a 
proper partition P*= {{e*}=A&AF, . . . . A&} which is maximal, with respect o the 
partial order I , with the property: “P* 5 P and A: and Al do not cross for any 
ATEP* and AJEP”‘. The obtained (E, f) II P* is of polygon type and P*E Y(e*). 
If there is no A? in P* such that AT contains at least two AI’s, then P* = PAP’ and 
this completes the proof that PAP’ is of polygon type. Therefore, suppose that some 
A$isexpressedasA$=U{Ai IjE{tl,t2,..., tp}} (p12). Since P*E Y(e*), we have 
f(A $) = I*. It follows that (Elf) /(P’ must be of polygon type or of bond type. In 
either case, from Theorem I, for somej*E {tl, t2, . . . , t,,} and some j’E (41,. .., h ) - 
{t,,tz, **a, tp} there holds f (Aj’*UAj’,) = I *. Therefore, since A$ and A;,UAj’, cross, 
we see from Lemma 5 that (E, f) jl P* I is of polygon type for the proper partition PI* 
of E obtained from P* by dividing A $ into A 2 fl (A$+ UA;) = A;. and A $ - (A,!* U 
A;) =A$-A;*. By repeating this process we reach the partition PAP’ for which 
(E, f) II PAP’ is of polygon type and PAP’E Y(e*). 
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Moreover, since PAP’< P’, if ) P’ 1 24, then (EJ) 1) P’ is of polygon type due to 
Lemmas 3 and 4. •i 
Lemma 6. Suppose P= (Ao,A ,, . . . , Ak} (kr 3) is a proper partition of E and 
(E/J’) = (E, f) //P is of bond type. Afso suppose BE %” and A,* E P cross for some 
j*, {1,2, . ..) k} and A. fl B = 0. Then for a partition 
p’= (A&A,, . . . . A;*_1,Aj*-B,Aj*nB,Aj*+I, . . ..Ak). (3.20) 
(E, f) )I P’ is of bond type. 
Proof. Since B and Aj* cross, there is an A;* E P such that A;* n B # 0 and i* # 0, j*. 
Put B* = Aii U B. Then we have f (A;, U B) = A *. Since B and Aj* cross and B* and 
Ai* U Aj* cross, we get 
f(Aj.flB)=f(Aj*-B)=f(A;*U(Aj*flB))=/Z*. (3.21) 
From (3.21) and Theorem 1 we see that (E, f) I( P’ is of bond type. 0 
Theorem 3. Suppose P, P’E Y(e*) and 1 P 1 14. If (E, f) 11 P is of bond type, then 
(E, f) II PAP’ is of bond type and, therefore, PAP’E Y(e*). Moreover, if I P’ I 14, 
(E, f) II P’ is also of bond type. 
Proof. Theorem 3 can be shown by using Lemmas 3 and 6 and Theorem 1 in a way 
similar to the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
Theorem 4. Suppose e*EE, P={{e*},A1,Az}E 9(e*) and P’={{e*},A;,Ai}E 
Y(e*). Then PAP’E Y(e*). If I P I = 3 for a/i PE Y(e*), then 1 Y(e*) 1 = 1. 
Proof. If P= P’, then PAP’= PE Y(e*). Therefore, suppose P# P’. 
First, suppose A,nA;=0. then ]A21 r2 and f({e*}UA,)=f(E-A2)=A*. 
Therefore, for the partition PAP’= {{e*},Al,A2nAi,Az--A;}, (E,f) I/PAP’ is of 
bond type or of polygon type and PAP/E Y(e*). 
Now we may assume that AiflA;#O (i,j=1,2). Then f((e*)U(A,-A;))= 
f(A,nA;)=f(AznA;)=f(A2_Ai)=1*. It followsthat, forPAP’={{e*},Ai-A;, 
A,flAi,A2nA;,A2-A;), (E,~)~JPAP’ is of bond type or of polygon type and 
PAP/E @(e*). 
The remaining part of the theorem follows from the fact that, if P,P’e Y(e*), 
PfP’and IPl = lP’( =3, then IPAP’/ 14. q 
Lemma 7. Suppose that P= (Ao, A ,, . . ..Ak) (kr3) is aproperpartition of E and 
(E, f) (1 P is absolutely irreducible. Then, for any BE %‘f such that Aon B = 0, B and 
any of A,, . . . . Ak do not cross. 
Proof. Suppose B and Al cross. Let us define 
I=(ijAjnB#0,i~(1,2 ,..., k}]. (3.22) 
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Then 1 Z 1 2 2 and, from Lemma 1, A *= U {Ai 1 i E Z} satisfiesf(A *) = A *. It follows 
thatZ={1,2,..., k}, since (EJ) IIP is absolutely irreducible. Put 
B*=(Z?U(U{AiJi~{2,...,k}}))-A,. (3.23) 
From lemma 1 we have f(B*) = A *. Consequently, f(&UA i) = A *, since B* = E - 
(&lJA i). This contradicts the absolute irreducibility of (E,f) IIP. 0 
Theorem 5. Suppose that, for some PE 9(e*) such that I P I L 4, (E,f 1 II P is absolu- 
tely irreducible. Then 1 Y(e*) 1 = 1. 
Proof. Suppose P= {{e*},A 1 ,..., Ak} and there is another P’={{e*},Ai, . . . . Aj,} 
in Y(e*). It follows from Lemma 7 and the absolute irreducibility of (E,f) (1 P that 
each A(E P’ is included in some AiE P. Suppose that, for some distinct indices 
jl,jZE (19% ***, h }, AiyUAjt is included in some A;. Then (E,f) II P’ must be of bond 
type or of polygon type. This contradicts Theorem 2 or 3. Therefore, P= P’. 0 
It should be noted that, if I E I I 3, (E,f) is absolutely irreducible. Therefore, 
from Theorems 2-5 we have the following. 
Theorem 6. For any e* E E, there is a unique minimal element of the partially order- 
ed set (Y(e*), 5). 
Because of Theorem 6, for each e*E E, we call the unique minimal element of 
Y(e*) the minimal irreducibility partition of E associated with e* and denote it by 
P(e*). Moreover, we call A E P(e*) a minimal irreducibility component of (E, f) 
associated with e*. 
For the symmetric submodular system associated with the graph G in Fig. 1, mini- 
mal irreducibility partitions P(e*) (e* E E) are given as follows. 
~(~*)={(1},{2},{3,4,~,6,7,g,9,10,11,12,13)} (e*E {1,2}), (3.24) 
={(3},{4},{1,2,5,6,7,g,9,lO,lI,12,13}) (e*E {3,4}), (3.25) 
={(~},{6},{1,2,3,4,7,g,9,10,11,12,13)} (e*E {5,6}), (3.26) 
=~~7},~g},{1,2,3,4,~,6},{9,lO,lI,I2,13}} (e*E{7,g}), (3.27) 
=~~9},{10},{11},{12},~13}~~1~2,3,4,~,6,7,~}} 
(e*E {9,10,11,12,13}). (3.28) 
Lemma 8. For e*, e E E, if the set {e) is a minimal irreducibility component of (E, f) 
associated with e*, then P(e*) =P(e). 
Proof. From the assumption, P(e*) E S(e). Therefore, p(e) 5 &e*) and 
P(e) E Y(e*). By the minimality of&e*), we have P(e*) = p(e). 0 
Theorem 7. Suppose a set D c E is a minimal irreducibility component of (E, f) 
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e* such that 1 D 1 2 2. Then, for any e ED, E-D is included in a 
minimal irreducibility component of (E, f) associated with e. 
Proof. Let~(e*)=({e*}=AaA1,...,Ak} andIs(e)={{e*}=AbAi...,Ai}, where 
ee Al = D and e*EAi. Suppose that A,lJAi#E. Then, since from Lemma 8 we 
have {e*} SEA ; and since from Lemmas 5, 6 and 7 for each Aj E P(e) A; and any of 
AI, ***, Ak do not cross, both Ai and E-A i are the unions of at least two A;‘s of 
p(e*). Therefore, (E, f)/P(e*) is of bond type or of polygon type. By the same 
argument we can show that (E, f) I/ p( ) e is also of bond type or of polygon type. 
Similarly as the proof of Theorem 2, this contradicts the minimality of g(e) and 
P(e*). Therefore, A,UAi=E, i.e., E-D=E-AlcAi. 0 
Observe what Theorem 7 means for the symmetric submodular system (E, f) asso- 
ciated with the graph G in Fig. 1 (see (3.24)-(3.28)). 
4. Canonical decomposition 
Let us define an equivalence relation l? c E x E as follows: for e*, e E E, (e*, e) E I? 
if and only if P(e*) =P(e). Let IT= {S,, S2, . . . , S,} be the proper partition of E com- 
posed of the equivalence classes of E relative to Z?. 
For the symmetric submodular system (E, f) associated with the graph G in Fig. 1, 
the partition Z7 is given by 
~=({1,2},{3,4},{5,6},{7,8),{9,10,11,12,L3}} 
from (3.24)-(3.28). 
(4.1) 
The partition IZ is called the canonical 2-cut partition, of level 1, of E. For any 
Sj E I7, define 
P(Sj)= P(e) (4.2) 
for any e E Sj, where note that Is(e) = p(e’) for any e, e’E Sj. Each A E P(5’j) with 
1 A 1 L 2 is called a minimal irreducibility component of (E, f) associated with Sj. 
Suppose that, for each i= 1,2, . . . . k (kr 3), A; is a minimal irreducibility compo- 
nent of (E,f) associated with Sj(;)EI7and that P*={E-A1,E-AZ, . . ..E-Ak} is a 
proper partition of E. Then we call the partition P* a 2-cut aggregation partition, of 
level 1, of E. Moreover, we call the aggregation (E, f) 11 P* a 2-cut aggregation, of 
level 1, of (E, f) by P*. Let us denote by I the set of 2-cut aggregation partitions, of 
level 1, of E. 
For the symmetric submodular system (E, f) associated with the graph G in Fig. 1, 
the following subsets 
A1={3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13}, (4.3) 
AZ={1,2,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13}, (4.4) 
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As={l,2,3,4,7,8,9,10,11,12,13), (4.5) 
A4={1,2,3,4,5,6), (4.6) 
are, respectively, minimal irreducibility components of (E,f) associated with { 1,2}, 
{3,4},{5,6},{7,8}~nand 
P*={E-A,,E-A2,E-A,,E-A4) 
={{1,2},{3,4},{5,6},{7,~,9,~4~~,~~,~3}) (4.7) 
is a proper partition of E and thus a 2-cut aggregation partition, of level 1, of E. 
Now, let G: = (b*, ET) be a graph with a vertex set V,* and an edge set E? defined 
as follows: 
VT= V,U V,, 
where Vn={usIS~fl} and Vd={upIP~d}, and 
(4.8) 
where 
E:=A:UB:, (4.9) 
(i) a E A: if and only if a = { us, us,} such that S, S’E n and E-A = A’ for minimal 
irreducibility components A and A’ associated with S and S’, respectively; and 
(ii) aeB: if and only if a={vs,vp} such that ScZ7, P~sd and E-A=B for a 
minimal irreducibility component A associated with S and a component B of the 2- 
cut aggregation partition P. 
Since the graph G: = (I$*, ET) does not contain any cycle due to Theorem 7 and 
the definition of G:, G: is a tree. We call the tree G: the canonical decomposition 
tree, of level 1, of(E,f). It should be noted that for each vertex v of G:, if v corre- 
sponds to an Sj E n, then the vertex u is associated with the irreducible (E,f) IIF 
and, if v corresponds to a 2-cut aggregation partition P*, then v is associated with 
the 2-cut aggregation (Elf) 11 P* which may be reducible. Also note that there may be 
more than one 2-cut aggregation partitions of E of (E,f). 
For the symmetric submodular system (E,f) associated with the graph G in Fig. 1, 
the canonical decomposition tree, of level 1, of (E,f) is shown in Fig. 4. Every 
vertex of the tree is identified with the associated aggregation. In Fig. 4, edges, a and 
a’, b and b’, etc. correspond to complementary two-terminal subgraphs in G. Only 
one 2-cut aggregation appears in Fig. 4. Note that %-cut aggregations do not contain 
any original elements (or edges) in E. 
If a 2-cut aggregation (E,f) 1) P* of (E,f) is reducible, then further construct the 
canonical decomposition tree, of level 1, of (E,f) II P* and repeat this decomposition 
process until the constructed canonical decomposition tree does not contain any 
vertex which corresponds to a reducible 2-cut aggregation. If a canonical decompo- 
sition tree is obtained after k - 1 2-cut aggregations, then we call the tree a canonical 
decomposition tree, of level k, of (E, f ). 
In this way we can decompose (E, f) into irreducible aggregations of (E, f) and 
extract the tree structures of these aggregations of all levels and, at the same time, 
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Fig. 4. The canonical decomposition tree, of level 1, of (E,f) associated with the graph G in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 5. The canonical decomposition tree, of level 2, of (E,f) associated with the graph G in Fig. 1. 
the hierarchical structure of the reducible 2-cut aggregations. 
The 2-cut aggregation appearing in Fig. 4 is reducible and further decomposed as 
in Fig. 5. Then the obtained aggregations are irreducible and the level of the decom- 
position is up to 2. 
A canonical decomposition tree of level k+ 1 can be embedded into a canonical 
decomposition tree of level k as follows. Let G l+ 1 and G,$ be canonical decomposi- 
tion trees, of level 1, of (E(k),f(k)) and (E(k- ‘),f(k- ‘I), respectively, and 
(,$k),fW)) = (~‘k- ‘),fV- 1’) 11 pV- ‘), (4.10) 
where Pck- ‘) is a 2-cut aggregation partition of Eck- I) of (Eck- ‘),fk- ‘1). Note that 
Eck)={eA IAEP ck- ‘)}. Let U* be the vertex in G{ which corresponds to Pck- ‘1. 
Also let oLk’ be the vertex in Gi which corresponds to a component S of the canoni- 
cal 2-cut partition of Eck- l) such that ukk’ is adjacent to v * and E-A = B for a mini- 
mal irreducibility component A associated with S and a component B of Pck- ‘). 
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Fig. 6. The total decomposition tree. 
Furthermore, let S* be a component of the canonical 2-cut partition of E(@ contain- 
ing the element eB. Then replace the edge { @‘, u *} by { L#‘, o&t+ “}, where u&5+ ‘) is 
the vertex in G$+ 1 which corresponds to S*. In this way replace all the edges, in Gc, 
incident to u* and then delete u*, which gives us a tree composed of Gz and Gz+ 1. 
All the canonical decomposition trees can thus be embedded into the canonical 
decomposition tree, of level 1, of (E,f) by repeatedly embedding canonical decom- 
position trees into canonical decomposition trees of lower levels. We call the tree 
composed of all the canonical decomposition trees the total decomposition tree of 
Ef ). 
Fig. 6 shows the total decomposition tree of (E,f) associated with the graph G in 
Fig. 1. 
5. Examples of symmetric submodular systems and their decompositions 
In the preceeding section we have shown how the decomposition theory of sym- 
metric submodular systems is applied to 2-connected graphs, where the total decom- 
position tree is the same as the tree representing the structure of the set of two-termi- 
nal subgraphs described by Tutte [lo], while the hierarchical structure of the set of 
two-terminal subgraphs is implicit in [lo]. 
Now, let us show some other examples. 
Example 1. Let G = (V, E) be a connected but not 2-connected graph with a vertex 
set Vand an edge set E. Define a symmetric submodular functionf:2E-+R by (2.7). 
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Then the symmetric submodular system (E,f) satisfies (2.6) with A * = 1. Consider a 
graph G= (V,E) shown in Fig. 7. The symmetric submodular system (E,f) asso- 
ciated with the graph G shown in Fig. 7 is decomposed up to level 1 by the theory 
developed in the present paper and the total decomposition tree is given as in Fig. 8. 
The total decomposition tree is essentially the same as the tree representing the 
incidence relation of 2-connected components as described in [lo]. 
Fig. 7. A connected but not 2-connected graph G. 
Fig. 8. The total decomposition tree of the graph G in Fig. 7. 
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The decomposition of a connected graph G into 2-connected components is deter- 
mined by the structure of minimum l-cuts of the submodular system (EJ) asso- 
ciated with the graph G. We can develop a decomposition theory based on the struc- 
ture of minimum l-cuts of symmetric submodular systems, which is similar to the 
theory, by Gomory and Hu [‘7], for representing the structure of the set of minimum 
cuts in a symmetric network by a tree. A unique ‘canonical’ decomposition tree can 
be defined similarly as the theory developed in the present paper. 
Example 2. Let M= (E, Q) (/E 1 22) b e a 2-connected matroid with a rank function 
Q. Let us define 
f(A)=e(A)+e(E-A)-@(E)+1 (5.1) 
for any A C_ E. Note that fis a symmetrization of the rank function Q. Then (E,f) is 
a symmetric submodular system and satisfies (2.6) with J. *=2 (cf. [11,12]). 
Therefore, by employing the decomposition theory we can decompose the matroid 
A4 into (irreducible) minors and extract the tree structure of the set of the minors, 
which corresponds to the matroid decomposition considered by Bixby [l], 
Cunningham [3] and Bixby and Cunningham [2]. It may be noted that, if E is a 
circuit of the matroid M= (E, Q), then the corresponding symmetric submodular 
system (EJ) is not of polygon type but of bond type. 
Remarks. We have not discussed the algorithmic aspect of decompositions of 
symmetric submodular systems. Whether or not there exists an efficient algorithm 
for decomposing a symmetric submodular system depends on how the submodular 
system is represented. See [8] for decompositions of 2-connected graphs and [2] and 
[3] for decompositions of 2-connected matroids. 
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